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OrthoDisease: A Database of Human Disease
Orthologs
Kevin P. O’Brien,n Isabelle Westerlund, and Erik L.L. Sonnhammer
Center for Genomics and Bioinformatics, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden
Communicated by A. Jamie Cuticchia
One of the greatest promises of genome sequencing projects is to further the understanding of human diseases
and to develop new therapies. Model organism genomes have been sequenced in parallel to human genomes to
provide effective tools for the investigation of human gene function. Many of their genes share a common
ancestry and function with human genes, and this is particularly true for orthologous genes. Here we present
OrthoDisease, a comprehensive database of model organism genes that are orthologous to human disease genes.
OrthoDisease was constructed by applying the Inparanoid ortholog detection algorithm to disease genes derived
from the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man database (OMIM). Pairwise whole genome/proteome
comparisons between Homo sapiens and six other organisms were performed to identify ortholog clusters.
OMIM numbers were extracted from the OMIM Morbid Map and were converted to gene sequences using the
Locuslink mim2loc and loc2acc tables. These were mapped to Inparanoid ortholog clusters using Blast. The
number of ortholog clusters in OrthoDisease with each respective species is currently: M. musculus, 1,354; D.
melanogaster, 724; C. elegans, 533; A. thaliana, 398; S. cerevisiae, 290; and E. coli, 153. The database is
accessible online at http://orthodisease.cgb.ki.se, and can be searched with disease or protein names. The web
interface presents all ortholog clusters that include a selected disease gene. A capability to download the entire
dataset is also provided. Hum Mutat 24:112–119, 2004. r 2004 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

All genomes present in the modern biosphere have
evolved from common ancestral genomes. Comparative
genomics has enabled us to identify and study commonly
derived processes which occur both in humans and
model organisms. Modeling human genetic diseases in
these organisms requires the correct assignment of
orthology. Orthologs are described as genes in divergent
species that have originated from a single gene in the last
shared ancestor, i.e., homology following speciation
[Fitch, 1970]. Homologs that arise from gene duplications are termed paralogs, a term often applied to
homologs within a genome. However, paralogy can exist
between genes in different species, since gene duplication
events occur before and after speciation. To distinguish
between these types of paralogs, the terms ‘‘inparalogs’’
and ‘‘outparalogs’’ have been adopted; inparalogs indicate paralogs that arise through a gene duplication
event following speciation, while outparalogs arise following a gene duplication preceding speciation (Fig. 1)
[Remm et al., 2001; Sonnhammer and Koonin, 2002]. In
a simple scenario, paralogs that have separate orthologs
in another species are outparalogs; however, if they
shared the same ortholog in the other species they would
r2004 WILEY-LISS, INC.

be inparalogs (co-orthologs). Therefore, identification of
inparalog clusters (expected to contain functionally
similar proteins) by excluding outparalogs (likely to be
more functionally diverged) becomes the primary objective of orthology assignment.
Ortholog identification is a process that ought to be
performed taking the entire genomic content of each
organism into consideration. The vast computational
resources required to construct phylogenetic trees from
whole genome sequence alignment renders this approach
unfeasible for even a modestly sized genome. Using the
reciprocally best hits between species from pairwise gene
comparisons (for example using Blast) has been done in
the past, but this is often not sufficient to determine all
orthologs and may, in fact, be misleading [Chervitz et al.,
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A hypothetical gene tree to illustrate the relationships
leading to inparalog (co-ortholog) and outparalog assignments.
a: A protein ‘‘A’’ in an ancestral species is duplicated prior to the
speciation event that forms the mouse (M) and Human (H)
lineages. In the mouse genome, M2 and M3 are inparalogs, since
their duplication occurred postspeciation; they are thus co-orthologs to the human H2 (one common ancestral protein upon speciation). M1 is an outparalog of M2 and M3, as H1 is of H2
(duplication and divergence prior to speciation). b: A graphical
representation of Inparanoid clustering and hypothetical scoring
of the tree shown in (a). H2 and M2 are the original seed-ortholog
pair, thus both received an inparalog score of 1.0. Other inparalogs (in this case M3) are scored according to their relative similarity to the seed-inparalog (here M2).The value is calculated for
M3 as follows: inparalog score = (Blast[M2:M3] ^
Blast[M2:H2])/(Blast[M2:M2] ^ Blast[M2:H2]), where Blast[X:Y] is the averaged similarity score between X andY in bits after
Blast comparison. In this case, M2 is relatively more similar to H2
than M3 is, and thus M3 receives a lower inparalog score (0.9).
M1 and H1 are orthologous to each other, but are outparalogs of
the other cluster, and thus form a cluster of their own.
FIGURE 1.

1998; Mushegian et al., 1998; Remm et al., 2001; Rubin
et al., 2000]. The true ortholog may not be a single gene,
but instead a cluster of inparalogs [Nembaware et al.,
2002; Storm and Sonnhammer, 2002; Xie and Ding,
2000]. The Cluster of Orthologous Groups database
(COG) is built upon all-against-all Blast approach, which
is performed on completed genomes [Tatusov et al.,
2000]. Orthologous protein clusters are assembled
through a triangular homology to other evolutionary
distant species. The Eukaryotic Gene Orthologs database
(EGO) is an application of this approach using The
Institute for Genomic Research (TIGR) protein dataset
(www.tigr.org/tdb/tgi/ego). The COG approach appears
to function quite well when an obvious ortholog is
present in a completed genome, but can be confounded
by the presence of multiple outparalogs and report these
as orthologous proteins [Li et al., 2003]. A further
limitation of this dataset is its application to incomplete
genomes, in which detected orthologs should be interpreted with extreme caution. OrthoMCL is a tool which
uses a Markov clustering approach following all-againstall Blast step to cluster proteins in orthologous groups
while differentiating ‘‘recent’’ and ‘‘ancient’’ paralogs,
which can be interpreted as inparalogs and outparalogs,
respectively [Li et al., 2003]. The Inparanoid program
was developed to address the need to identify orthologs
while differentiating between inparalogs and outparalogs
[Remm et al., 2001]. Inparanoid is freely available
(http://inparanoid.cgb.ki.se), uses NCBI Blast, and can
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be run locally in a relatively short time, even for
complete eukaryotic genomes. Therefore, it was chosen
as the ortholog identification tool for the current study.
The Online Inheritance In Man database (OMIM;
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=OMIM) is a
manually curated catalog of human diseases and
phenotypes [Hamosh et al., 2002]. It is also a resource
of genes that have been implicated or shown to be
mutated in these heritable diseases and phenotypes. The
generation of disease models in other organisms is one of
the most valuable resources in medical research,
permitting the testing of novel therapeutic strategies,
and aiding the understanding of disease pathogenesis.
One of the critical steps in this regard is the proper
identification of orthologs. Most previous attempts to
collect disease gene orthologs have been limited to
manually-created disease information with simple bestbest Blast matches [Aboobaker and Blaxter, 2000;
Ahringer, 1997], e.g., the analysis of 289 human disease
gene homologs in fly, worm, and yeast [Rubin et al.,
2000]. A larger scale effort was the Homophila database
(http://homophila.sdsc.edu), which was generated by
obtaining 911 disease genes from the OMIM Morbid
Map and searching for Drosophila melanogaster homologs
using Blast [Chien et al., 2002; Reiter et al., 2001]. The
first multigenome ortholog database of disease genes was
the EGO database (www.tigr.org/tdb/tgi/ego/human_dis_
gene.shtml), which derived its disease information from
the OMIM Gene Map. This approach uses a COG-based
approach on complete and incomplete genomes, which,
as mentioned above, may result in reporting outparalogs
as orthologs.
Here we announce the release of a searchable online
database called OrthoDisease. This database was constructed by first extracting disease/gene relationships
from the OMIM Morbid Map (a list of diseases with
associated genome locations), and then associating
these genes with Inparanoid clusters calculated from
complete genomic protein sets. The dataset can be
searched using a gene or disease as a starting point or can
be downloaded in its entirety as a flat file.
DATABASE CONSTRUCTION
The Inparanoid Tool

In the first step, Inparanoid runs whole-genome
comparisons between the genomes and within each
genome. By demanding that matches involve at least
50% of either sequence, a local-alignment program such
as Blast can be used in a ‘‘pseudoglobal’’ mode. This
pairwise comparison step is followed by a rule-based
clustering step that gathers inparalogs around a central
ortholog seed-pair. The underlying model in this
clustering method is that for any given protein, one
would expect its ortholog to show the highest similarity
in a whole genome comparison, while any inparalogs of
this ortholog that may have arisen postspeciation would
be the next-best hit. Furthermore, inparalogs are
expected to show higher similarity to each other than
to the protein they are co-orthologous to; using the
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example shown in Figure 1, M2 and M3 are more similar
to each other than to H2, their ortholog, and thus all
three will form an ortholog cluster. In addition, a protein
would be expected to show a higher degree of similarity
to its ortholog than its outparalog. Since by definition,
orthologs share a common ancestor upon speciation,
whereas outparalogs do not, H1 should be more similar
to M1 than to H2 and will thus be excluded from the H2
cluster to form a cluster of its own with M1 (Fig. 1b). An
Inparanoid cluster is seeded by a reciprocally bestmatching ortholog pair, around which inparalogs (should
they exist) are gathered independently, while outparalogs
are excluded. Here, seed-ortholog pair refers to the two
seed members that are orthologous to each other, around
which their inparalogs are clustered. Each is referred to
the seed-inparalog when comparing against inparalogs in
its own genome. Each member of the cluster receives an
inparalog score, which reflects the relative distance to
the seed-inparalog (1.0=identical to the seed-inparalog;
0.0=of equal distance to the seed-inparalog as the
distance between the seed-ortholog pair). The confidence that the original seed-ortholog pair are true
orthologs is estimated by sampling how often the pair is
found as reciprocally best matches by a bootstrapping
procedure. Bootstrap values were generated by counting
how many times the seed-pair genes were each other’s
best match in a ‘‘sampling with replacement’’ procedure
that was applied to the original Blast alignment [Remm
et al., 2001]. In summary, an Inparanoid ortholog cluster
contains a seed-ortholog pair with bootstrap confidence
values, and a list of inparalogs with inparalog scores. The
accuracy of Inparanoid has previously been tested by
comparison to a curated dataset of worm and mammalian
transmembrane proteins that were generated by manual
tree-based orthology analyses. Inparanoid generated
comparable clusters, but often split up larger clusters.
A false-positive and false-negative level of 5% or less was
seen for this dataset [Remm et al., 2001]. In a more
recent study, Inparanoid was compared to OrthoMCL,
and both performed equally well on the same dataset [Li
et al., 2003].
The construction of the Inparanoid dataset was
performed as follows: The complete protein sequence
database from SWISSPROT and trEMBL was obtained
from ftp://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/sp_tr_nrd [Boeckmann et al., 2003; Wheeler et al., 2004]. Relevant
organisms were extracted according to the taxonomy ID
number and converted to multiple-fasta format using the
SWISS module of the BIOPERL package [Stajich et al.,
2002]. In a step aimed at reducing the redundancy
observed between trEMBL and Swissprot, due to ongoing
submissions to EMBL, all proteins with 100% matches to
other proteins over the full length were removed, with
preference show to Swissprot entries. trEMBL proteins
with 99% matches were removed only if the protein
name matched a Swissprot entry or were annotated as
containing partial sequences. The dataset size for each
organism used in this study following this processing step
was: Arabidopsis thaliana (34,170), Escherichia coli
(8,901), Caenorhabditis elegans (20,627), Homo sapiens

(36,379), Saccharomyces cerevisiae (6,706), Mus musculus
(34,499), and Drosophila melanogaster (18,932). Whole
genome NCBI Blast [Altschul et al., 1997] comparisons
using these reduced datasets were then performed
between human and each species. The Blast output
(human - organism, organism - human, human human, and organism - organism) was used as the
input for the Inparanoid program [Remm et al., 2001].
Disease, phenotype, and gene OMIM numbers were
obtained from the OMIM Morbid and Gene Maps (ftp://
ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/repository/OMIM/) [Hamosh et al.,
2002]. The OMIM Morbid Map is a flat file containing
all phenotypes or diseases in OMIM with a known
cytogenetic location. The OMIM Gene Map, on the
other hand, is a list of all genes with known cytogenetic
locations mentioned in OMIM, but, unlike the Morbid
Map, it contains genes that may have no proven link to a
human disease. OMIM numbers obtained from these flat
files were used to obtain LocusLink gene locations in the
mim2loc table, which were, in turn, used to get protein
accession numbers from the LocusLink loc2acc table
(ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/refseq/LocusLink/) [Maglott et al.,
2000; Pruitt et al., 2000]. Thus, where information from
these three tables permitted, a list of redundant
GenBank entries was obtained for proteins with known
alterations in the OMIM diseases. Each protein sequence
obtained was compared to the reduced Swissprot/
trEMBL dataset, using Blast to identify the longest
high-scoring match in that dataset, the result of which
was processed using MSPcrunch (with the -d option)
[Sonnhammer and Durbin, 1994]. Only matches above
99% identity were considered. This nonredundant list of
proteins was then used to parse Inparanoid clusters from
results generated above. For each model organism, three
types of text files were the final output of this process:
one containing OMIM number, protein symbol, protein
name, associated disease(s), and gene aliases; another
containing parsed Inparanoid clusters; and a third flat file
containing the entire OrthoDisease dataset for that
organism. Access to the disease-associated clusters on
the web server is handled through Common Gateway
Interface (CGI) scripts written in Perl. The corresponding Gene Ontology (GO) entries were extracted from
Swissprot entries where available [Harris et al., 2004].
RESULTS
OrthoDisease Online

The complete dataset of Inparanoid clusters and
associated disease information was made available
through an online searchable tool named OrthoDisease
(http://orthodisease.cgb.ki.se/). Querying a disease or
OMIM number using ‘‘Disease search’’ returns a list of
Morbid Map–derived diseases that are linked to pages
listing all human genes associated with that disease/
phenotype in OMIM. Querying a protein/gene name
using ‘‘Protein search’’ returns a similar listing. ‘‘Free Text
Search’’ combines both of these searches and returns a
protein list derived from the Morbid Map. Where
applicable, these lists of proteins are clickable links to
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the corresponding Inparanoid clusters from the various
species present in OrthoDisease. Full information concerning the selected gene is displayed, along with
disease-association, OMIM numbers, and Inparanoid
clusters. Clusters are shown for each organism separately,
and can be restricted to selected organisms. For each
protein in the cluster, the inparalog score is displayed,
and external links are provided. These include Pfam; a
database of protein domain families that can be used to
view the domain structures or to find other related
proteins at the domain level (http://Pfam.cgb.ki.se/)
[Bateman et al., 2004]. The full sequence of the protein
can be obtained, as well as the full ExPASy descriptions
of each protein (www.expasy.ch/) [Gasteiger et al., 2003].
Each ortholog group in OrthoDisease is made up of a
seed-ortholog pair and, potentially, a set of inparalogs.
For each seed-ortholog pair in OrthoDisease, an
Inparanoid bootstrap value is provided that indicates
the level of support for the seed-pair to be orthologs. For
inparalogs, an inparalog score is provided that indicates
the level of support for the gene to be an inparalog (see
Fig. 1b). The seed-ortholog pair receives an inparalog
score of 1.0 by definition, since this is the orthologous
pair around which all inparalogs are clustered. To recap
its meaning, inparalogs are genes which have resulted
from a gene-duplication after the two species being
compared have diverged [Remm et al., 2001; Sonnhammer and Koonin, 2002]. Thus, inparalog status is
dependent on the species compared. For instance, a
disease gene may have a large cluster of inparalogs in
human when compared to C. elegans, but none when
compared to mouse.
In addition to genes from the OMIM Morbid Map,
OrthoDisease contains an alternative resource derived
from the OMIM Gene Map that contains genes
described in OMIM but without necessarily being
mutated in any disorder. This table contains both disease
gene candidates and genes that may have already been
investigated for involvement in a particular disease. The
Gene Map was processed in a similar way to the OMIM
Morbid Map, and can also be searched independently
using the ‘‘OMIM Gene Map search’’ in OrthoDisease. It
consists of a larger dataset that does not overlap with the
Morbid Map dataset. Through the same process as for
the Morbid Map, 2,259 genes from the Gene Map were
analyzed, and the number of ortholog clusters derived
from the Gene Map per species is currently: M. musculus,
1,316; D. melanogaster, 1,114; C. elegans, 782; A. thaliana,
581; S. cerevisiae, 472; and E. coli, 161. Searching the
Gene Map can be useful when a gene of interest is a
strong disease gene candidate, but has not been
definitively proven to be involved in the disease, and is
therefore absent from the Morbid Map. For example, the
Alpha helical coiled–coil rod protein HCR is not
mutated in any Mendelian disease, but is included in
the OMIM Gene Map due to its strong candidature in
the PSORS1 locus on chromosome 6, where the allele
HCR*WWCC is strongly associated with psoriasis
susceptibility, a complex genetic disease [Asumalahti
et al., 2002; O’Brien et al., 2001]. OrthoDisease also
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contains a section ‘‘Table Generator’’ where one can
download the entire dataset for each organism. This
dataset can be derived either from OMIM’s Morbid or
Gene Map. The output, which can be saved locally as a
tab-delineated text file, contains model organism
ortholog ID, human disease gene ID, inparalog scores,
and associated disease(s). This can be restricted according to inparalog scores of either the model organism
ortholog or of the human disease gene. The format can
also be altered so that only one human disease gene per
ortholog is shown (ortholog clusters may contain more
than one human disease gene).
OrthoDisease Content

As of March 2004, 2,401 OMIM numbers were
extracted from the OMIM Morbid Map. A total of
7,896 Genbank accession numbers were associated with
1,589 of these OMIM numbers using the Locuslink
mim2loc and loc2acc tables. After mapping the Genbank
entries to 2,757 Swissprot/trEMBL proteins, a total of
2,466 disease-genes were associated with an Inparanoid
cluster in at least one organism. A flow chart of the
processing from OMIM and Swissprot to OrthoDisease is
shown in Figure 2. The total number of disease gene
orthologs present in OrthoDisease is currently 6,785, and
the breakdown of Inparanoid clusters and disease-gene
orthologs per species is shown in Table 1.

Extract from
OMIM maps
2401 Disease OMIM no.s
Human/organisms
Swissprot and
trEMBL data

mim2loc table
lookup
2360 OMIM/location pairs

Blast self
against self

Remove 100%
matches

loc2acc table
lookup

Blast against
Swissprot/trEMBL
dataset

1589 OMIM/location pairs
with accession nrs.
=7896 genbank proteins

2757 Swissprot/trEMBL
proteins
Inparanoid
clustering

Parse Inparanoid
clusters

OrthoDisease

1400 cluster:OMIM pairs
= 2466 human proteins

FIGURE 2. The processing of records from OMIM to OrthoDisease.
Actions are indicated in shaded boxes and the results from OMIM
Morbid Map and Swissprot/trEMBL are shown to the right. OMIM
numbers from the Morbid Map consist of only disease/phenotype
entries.Whole genome Inparanoid analysis was performed in parallel and matching clusters were parsed and coupled with disease
information to form OrthoDisease.
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An example output of OrthoDisease is shown (Fig. 3).
Here, the human Insulin gene (INS) is included in
OrthoDisease due to its mutation in rare forms of
diabetes mellitus. One Inparanoid cluster was detected
containing the human gene and its two orthologs in
mouse. Mouse INS2 received an inparalog score of 1.0, as
it formed the seed-ortholog pair with human INS and is,
therefore, more similar to human insulin than INS1 is.
Mouse INS1 scores 0.182, since it has diverged from its
inparalog since speciation. This ortholog cluster is
consistent with the results seen in knockout studies in
mouse. Separate knockout of either INS1 or INS2 results
in healthy mice; however, in the case of INS2-null mice,
a dramatic overexpression of the more divergent insulin
ortholog INS1 is seen, while the reverse is not the case
[Leroux et al., 2003]. Furthermore, double knockout
mice (INS1–/– and INS2–/–) develop fatal hyperglycemia in the first week of life [Leroux et al., 2001]. Thus,
the presence of two insulin inparalogs in mouse clearly
confounded knockout studies due to the subsequent
redundancy in the mouse insulin system.

TABLE 1.

Inparanoid Ortholog Cluster and Gene Content of
OrthoDisease

Organisms
M. musculus
D. melanogaster
C. elegans
A. thaliana
S. cerevisiae
E. coli

Ortholog clusters

Orthologs

1354
724
533
398
290
153

1569
1406
1033
2171
383
223

The average Inparanoid cluster size in OrthoDisease
varies widely across species, with the lowest seen in
M. musculus (1.2 mouse orthologs per Inparanoid cluster)
and the highest seen in A. thaliana (5.5), while
D. melanogaster and C. elegans were similar in cluster
size (1.9). The full distribution of Inparanoid clusters
across all species can be seen in Table 2. Only 2% of
mouse clusters contain more than two members; this is
likely due to the relatively recent divergence of the
human and mouse lineages. Investigation of the larger
clusters seen in mouse reveals that the majority of very
large clusters contain either histocompatibility antigens
and interferons, which have duplicated into multiple
inparalogs both in human and mouse [Hughes, 1995;
Takada et al., 2003]. This is consistent with the need for
diversity in the immune system, which is strongly linked
to fitness and is under significant selection pressure, even
over a short evolutionary time span. Other families of
orthologs to human disease genes that have expanded in
mouse are trypsins, anti-trypsins, and serpins, which all
function together in such processes as fibrinolysis,
complement activation, and blood coagulation [Reid
et al., 1993]. The pattern of cluster-size distribution
differed in the D. melanogaster, S. cerevisiae, and C. elegans
OrthoDisease datasets, when compared with the complete genome analysis of these organisms, in which a
higher percentage of large clusters (four members or
greater) was seen in OrthoDisease (9.3, 6.2, and 6.3% vs.
2.1, 0.6, and 2.2%, respectively). Why expansion of
inparalogs would be more frequent in disease genes
and their orthologs is unclear. It cannot be due to
observational bias (i.e., disease gene orthologs are more

A typical output of OrthoDisease for mouse is shown. Ortholog clusters are displayed separately for each organism where a
cluster was found. Here, Insulin is used as the query protein for demonstration purposes.

FIGURE 3.
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TABLE 2.

Distribution of Inparanoid Cluster Size in OrthoDisease

Cluster size

MM

CE

DM

AT

SC

EC

1
2
3
4
5
6
46

1240
85
15
5
2
1
6

362
93
38
8
7
7
18

377
209
71
31
11
6
19

99
101
53
36
18
15
76

229
43
12
2
1
2
1

124
18
4
3
2
1
1

Total

1354

533

724

398

290

153

TABLE 3.

Distribution of Human Disease Gene Orthologs in All
Organisms

Total Organisms
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Total no.
291
945
549
432
284
177
79

TABLE 4. Functional Summary of 679 Human Genes With
Orthologs in Drosophila melanogaster, Caenorhabditis elegans,
and mus musculus

Gene ontology derived function
Regulation of transcription
ATP synthesis coupled electron transport
DNA ligation
Mismatch repair
Glycolysis
Mucilage metabolism
Amino acid metabolism
Gluconeogenesis
Fatty acid biosynthesis
Xenobiotic metabolism
Proteoglycan metabolism
Ion transport
Pigment metabolism
Monosaccharide metabolism
Carbohydrate phosphorylation

Total no.
353
165
158
137
119
96
96
69
59
50
49
49
48
47
47

frequently studied/cloned), since these analyses were
based on complete genomes, nor was it found upon
manual inspection to be due to the overrepresentation of
sequence duplicates. Expansions in these clusters tended
to be mirrored by a matched expansion in humans, thus
implying enrichment in redundancy in human disease
genes.
Of the 2,757 genes in OMIM Morbid Map, 291 lacked
orthologs, while the 2,466 genes that form OrthoDisease
often had orthologs in more than one organism (Table 3).
A total of 679 human disease genes had orthologs in M.
musculus, D. melanogaster, and C. elegans. GO numbers
were extracted from each of the corresponding Swissprot
entries, and a redundant list of function-ontologies was
obtained. Because each entry was linked to multiple GO
numbers, only the most relevant annotations regarding
cellular processes were considered, e.g., ‘‘visual perception’’ was not used, while ‘‘ion transport’’ was. A list
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of the most consistently referred ontologies is shown
(Table 4). As would be expected, fundamentally
important cellular processes such as carbohydrate and
amino acid metabolism are common to this group, as are
maintenance of DNA and regulation of transcription.
Such processes are often involved in disease [Chien et al.,
2002; Rubin et al., 2000].
DISCUSSION

Inparanoid is an ortholog/inparalog finding algorithm
that analyzes whole-genome Blast comparisons in order
to cluster genes together according to both intra- and
intergenome similarity [Remm et al., 2001]. Its power
lies in its ability to identify orthologs, while simultaneously differentiating between outparalogs and inparalogs, in real-time. The performance of Inparanoid has
been assessed and found to attain levels of ortholog
assignment equal to or better than other whole genome
analysis tools [Li et al., 2003; Remm et al., 2001]. Only
OrthoMCL performed equally well, but since the
Inparanoid tool is freely available, it was chosen as the
tool of choice for orthology analysis in this study.
Here we report the release of OrthoDisease, an online
database that presents the orthology analysis of the
subset of the human genome known to be mutated in
inherited disease. OrthoDisease is unique in this area, as
it addresses the confounding effect of outparalogs in
proper human disease gene ortholog detection. TIGR’s
Orthologs of Human Disease Genes database is a
comprehensive resource that contains orthologs of
OMIM genes identified using COGs, and is the only
resource that is comparable with OrthoDisease in
content. However, OrthoDisease restricts human disease
genes to those that are known to have alterations in
disease, while making available as a separate resource
those genes that have been mentioned in OMIM
(disease candidates and nondisease genes). TIGR’s
resource does not make this distinction, nor does it
differentiate between inparalogs and outparalogs, and
may report the latter as orthologs [Li et al., 2003].
It should be noted that in OrthoDisease, the human
disease gene of interest is often not the seed-ortholog
pair of a cluster, or the only human gene that has an
inparalog score of 1.0. Inparalogs may exist that are
identical to the seed-ortholog and therefore also get an
inparalog score of 1.0. OrthoDisease will report Inparanoid clusters in organisms in which the inparalog score
of the disease-gene is less than 1.0, i.e., is not part of the
seed-ortholog pair. Irrespective of where a disease gene
occurs in a cluster, both it and its inparalogs are coorthologous to model organism genes that occur in the
Inparanoid cluster.
Analysis of the distribution of orthologs demonstrated
that genes mutated in human disease tend to be
conserved across species. Genes that are shared between
common model organisms tend to be those involved in
basic cellular processes such as metabolism and cellular
control. Analyses of ortholog duplications yielded the
unexpected finding that the average cluster size seen in
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human disease ortholog groups was considerably larger
than the average cluster size from the respective whole
genomes. This trend may lie in the process of human
disease; i.e., the most common phenotype of a perturbed
system in nature is not in fact disease, but death. Gene
alterations that produce disease are generally based on
subtle gene perturbations, in such a manner that an
individual survives, albeit with reduced fitness. Redundancy and specialization of inparalogs protect an
organism against fatal alterations, while maintaining
efficiency of the system. An overrepresentation of large
ortholog clusters for disease genes is consistent with a
lack of fatal-mutation data.
OrthoDisease is automatically and regularly updated
to reflect the additional information that is deposited
into SWISS/trEMBL, OMIM, and LocusLink. The
number of organisms in the database is set to grow as
more genomes are completed. Since analysis is performed
pairwise (human vs. model organism), the database will
expand in a manageable linear fashion. This may also
benefit the selection of which model organism(s) to
select for disease mimicry and give a more complete
evolutionary picture of disease genes. While the OMIM
Morbid Map is a reliable source of disease genes, it
encompasses only diseases that tend to be both
Mendelian in character and have experimentally-confirmed and published mutations. Hence other sources of
disease-genes will be explored. For example, CandiGene
is a database currently under development; it contains
the best candidate genes in major diseases, including
complex genetic diseases. This database is curated
manually and updated and expanded automatically,
using natural language processing of Medline entries.
Incorporation of this database into OrthoDisease will
allow researchers to analyze orthology to new disease
candidate genes as they are discovered.
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